PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE
Program Recommendations

- Multi-Agency Access Point (MAAP) or Justice focused MAAP (JMAAP)

- Tattoo Removal – implemented for entire probation population to include Pretrial

- Job substitutes/paid internships or work experience

- Transitional/Aftercare Housing – something beyond the typical sober living home (homelessness not a criteria), more of an extension of programming.
Developing a Warrant Service to Treatment Operations – Using Probation STR scores identify the designated High Risk/High Violence/High Drug population and serve warrants county-wide once per quarter, bi-annually, etc. Upon booking SASs would complete Substance Abuse and/or Mental Health assessments with those assessments available at Arraignment. Options at Arraignment could be: remanded to serve custody time, referred to an appropriate Substance Abuse or Mental Health program, or some combination thereof.
Money for incentives – Recommend $20,000 available to the Probation Department to purchase incentive items, such as bicycle tires, locks for bikes, gift cards for fast food, gas, a month’s worth of bus transportation, etc. to reward positive behavior for the entire probation population.